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Over the last few decades, quantum chemistry has progressed through the development of compu-
tational methods based on modern digital computers. However, these methods can hardly fulfill the
exponentially-growing resource requirements when applied to large quantum systems. As pointed
out by Feynman, this restriction is intrinsic to all computational models based on classical physics.
Recently, the rapid advancement of trapped-ion technologies has opened new possibilities for quan-
tum control and quantum simulations. Here, we present an efficient toolkit that exploits both the
internal and motional degrees of freedom of trapped ions for solving problems in quantum chemistry,
including molecular electronic structure, molecular dynamics, and vibronic coupling. We focus on
applications that go beyond the capacity of classical computers, but may be realizable on state-
of-the-art trapped-ion systems. These results allow us to envision a new paradigm of quantum
chemistry that shifts from the current transistor to a near-future trapped-ion-based technology.
Quantum chemistry represents one of the most success-
ful applications of quantum mechanics. It provides an
excellent platform for understanding matter from atomic
to molecular scales, and involves heavy interplay of ex-
perimental and theoretical methods. In 1929, shortly af-
ter the completion of the basic structure of the quantum
theory, Dirac speculated [1] that the fundamental laws
for chemistry were completely known, but the applica-
tion of the fundamental laws led to equations that were
too complex to be solved. About ninety years later, with
the help of transistor-based digital computers, the devel-
opment of quantum chemistry continues to flourish, and
many powerful methods, such as Hartree-Fock, config-
uration interaction, density functional theory, coupled-
cluster, and quantum Monte Carlo, have been developed
to tackle the complex equations of quantum chemistry
(see e.g. [2] for a historical review). However, as the sys-
tem size scales up, all of the methods known so far suffer
from limitations that make them fail to maintain accu-
racy with a finite amount of resources [3]. In other words,
quantum chemistry remains a hard problem to be solved
by the current computer technology.
As envisioned by Feynman [4], one should be able to ef-
ficiently solve problems of quantum systems with a quan-
tum computer. Instead of solving the complex equations,
this approach, known as quantum simulation (see the re-
cent reviews in Refs. [5–7]), aims to solve the problems
by simulating target systems with another controllable
quantum system, or qubits. Indeed, simulating many-
body systems beyond classical resources will be a cor-
nerstone of quantum computers. Quantum simulation
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is a very active field of study and various methods have
been developed. Quantum simulation methods have been
proposed for preparing specific states such as ground [8–
13] and thermal states [14–20], simulating time evolu-
tion [21–27], and the measurement of physical observ-
ables [28–31].
Trapped-ion systems (see Fig. 1) are currently one of
the most sophisticated technologies developed for quan-
tum information processing [32]. These systems offer
an unprecedented level of quantum control, which opens
new possibilities for obtaining physico-chemical informa-
tion about quantum chemical problems. The power of
trapped ions for quantum simulation is manifested by the
high-precision control over both the internal degrees of
freedom of the individual ions and the phonon degrees of
freedom of the collective motions of the trapped ions, and
the high-fidelity initialization and measurement [32, 33].
Up to 100 quantum logic gates have been realized for six
qubits with trapped ions [22], and quantum simulators
involving 300 ions have been demonstrated [34].
In this work, we present an efficient toolkit for solv-
ing quantum chemistry problems based on the state-
of-the-art trapped-ion technologies. The toolkit com-
prises two components i) First, we present a hy-
brid quantum-classical variational optimization method,
called quantum-assisted optimization, for approximating
both ground-state energies and the ground-state eigen-
vectors for electronic problems. The optimized eigenvec-
tor can then be taken as an input for the phase estima-
tion algorithm to project out the exact eigenstates and
hence the potential-energy surfaces (see Fig. 2). Further-
more, we extend the application of the unitary coupled-
cluster method [35]. This allows for the application of a
method developed for classical numerical computations
in the quantum domain. ii) The second main compo-
nent of our toolkit is the optimized use of trapped-ion
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FIG. 1. Simulating quantum chemistry with trapped ions. (a) Scheme of a trapped-ion setup for quantum simulation, which
contains a linear chain of trapped ions confined by a harmonic potential, and external lasers that couple the motional and
internal degrees of freedom. (b) Transitions between internal and motional degrees of freedom of the ions in the trap. (c) The
normal modes of the trapped ions can simulate the vibrational degrees of freedom of molecules. (d) The internal states of two
ions can simulate all four possible configurations of a molecular orbital.
phonon degrees of freedom not only for quantum-gate
construction, but also for simulating molecular vibra-
tions, representing a mixed digital-analog quantum sim-
ulation. The phonon degrees of freedom in trapped-ion
systems provide a natural platform for addressing spin-
boson or fermion-boson-type problems through quantum
simulation [23, 36–40]. It is noteworthy to mention that,
contrary to the continuous of modes required for full-
fledged quantum field theories, quantum simulations of
quantum chemistry problems could reach realistic con-
ditions for finite bosonic and fermionic mode numbers.
Consequently, trapped ions can be exploited to solve dy-
namical problems involving linearly or non-linearly cou-
pled oscillators, e.g., spin-boson models [41, 42], that are
difficult to solve either analytically or numerically with
a classical computer. Furthermore, we have also devel-
oped a novel protocol to measure correlation functions of
observables in trapped ions that will be crucial for the
quantum simulation of quantum chemistry.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Trapped ions for quantum chemistry
Quantum chemistry deals with the many-body prob-
lem involving electrons and nuclei. Thus, it is very
well suited for being simulated with trapped-ion sys-
tems, as we will show below. The full quantum chem-
istry Hamiltonian, H = Te + Ve + TN + VN + VeN ,
is a sum of the kinetic energies of the electrons Te ≡
− ~22m
∑
i∇2e,i and nuclei TN ≡ −
∑
i
~2
2Mi
∇2N,i, and
the electron-electron Ve ≡
∑
j>i e
2/ |ri − rj |, nuclei-
nuclei VN ≡
∑
j>i ZiZje
2/ |Ri −Rj |, and electron-nuclei
VeN ≡ −
∑
i,j Zje
2/ |ri −Rj | potential energies, where r
and R respectively refer to the electronic and nuclear
coordinates.
In many cases, it is more convenient to work on the
second-quantization representation for quantum chem-
istry. The advantage is that one can choose a good
fermionic basis set of molecular orbitals, |p〉 = c†p |vac〉,
which can compactly capture the low-energy sector of
the chemical system. This kind of second quantized
fermionic Hamiltonians are efficiently simulatable in
trapped ions [23]. To be more specific, we will choose
first M > N orbitals for an N -electron system. De-
note φp (r) ≡ 〈r| p〉 as the single-particle wavefunction
corresponding to mode p. The electronic part, He(R) ≡
Te+VeN (R)+Ve, of the Hamiltonian H can be expressed
as follows:
He(R) =
∑
pq
hpqc
†
pcq +
1
2
∑
pqrs
hpqrsc
†
pc
†
qcrcs, (1)
where hpq is obtained from the single-electron integral
hpq ≡ −
∫
drφ∗p (r) (Te + VeN )φq (r), and hpqrs comes
from the electron-electron Coulomb interaction, hpqrs ≡∫
dr1dr2φ
∗
p (r1)φ
∗
q (r2)Ve (|r1 − r2|)φr (r2)φs (r1). We
note that the total number of terms in He is O(M
4);
typically M is of the same order as N . Therefore, the
number of terms in He scales polynomially in N , and the
integrals {hpq, hpqrs} can be numerically calculated by a
classical computer with polynomial resources [9].
To implement the dynamics associated with the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) with a trapped-ion quan-
tum simulator, one should take into account the fermionic
nature of the operators cp and c
†
q. We invoke the Jordan-
Wigner transformation (JWT), which is a method for
mapping the occupation representation to the spin (or
qubit) representation [43]. Specifically, for each fermionic
mode p, an unoccupied state |0〉p is represented by the
spin-down state |↓〉p, and an occupied state |1〉p is rep-
resented by the spin-up state |↑〉p. The exchange sym-
metry is enforced by the Jordan-Wigner transformation:
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FIG. 2. Outline of the quantum-assisted optimization method. (a) The key steps for quantum assisted optimization, which
starts from classical solutions. For each new set of parameters λ’s, determined by a classical optimization algorithm, the
expectation value 〈H〉 is calculated. The potential energy surface is then obtained by quantum phase estimation. (b) Quantum
measurements are performed for the individual terms in H, and the sum is obtained classically. (c) The same procedure is
applied for each nuclear configuration R to probe the energy surface.
c†p = (
∏
m<p σ
z
m)σ
+
p and cp = (
∏
m<p σ
z
m)σ
−
p , where
σ± ≡ (σx ± iσy) /2. Consequently, the electronic Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (1) becomes highly nonlocal in terms of the
Pauli operators {σx, σy, σz}, i.e.,
He −→
JWT
∑
i,j,k...∈{x,y,z}
gijk...
(
σi1 ⊗ σj2 ⊗ σk3 ...
)
. (2)
Nevertheless, the simulation can still be made efficient
with trapped ions, as we shall discuss below.
In trapped-ion physics two metastable internal levels
of an ion are typically employed as a qubit. Ions can be
confined either in Penning traps or radio frequency Paul
traps [33], and cooled down to form crystals. Through
sideband cooling the ions motional degrees of freedom
can reach the ground state of the quantum Harmonic os-
cillator, that can be used as a quantum bus to perform
gates among the different ions. Using resonance fluores-
cence with a cycling transition quantum non demolition
measurements of the qubit can be performed. The fideli-
ties of state preparation, single- and two-qubit gates, and
detection, are all above 99% [32].
The basic interaction of a two-level trapped ion
with a single-mode laser is given by [32], H =
~Ωσ+e−i(∆t−φ) exp(iη[ae−iωtt+a†eiωtt])+H.c., where σ±
are the atomic raising and lowering operators, a (a†) is
the annihilation (creation) operator of the considered mo-
tional mode, and Ω is the Rabi frequency associated to
the laser strength. η = kz0 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter,
with k the wave vector of the laser and z0 =
√
~/(2mωt)
the ground state width of the motional mode. φ is a
controllable laser phase and ∆ the laser-atom detuning.
In the Lamb-Dicke regime where η
√
〈(a+ a†)2〉  1,
the basic interaction of a two-level trapped ion with
a laser can be rewritten as H = ~Ω[σ+e−i(∆t−φ) +
iησ+e
−i(∆t−φ)(ae−iωtt + a†eiωtt) + H.c.
By adjusting the laser detuning ∆, one can gener-
ate the three basic ion-phonon interactions, namely:
the carrier interaction (∆ = 0), Hc = ~Ω(σ+eiφ +
σ−e−iφ), the red sideband interaction, (∆ = −ωt), Hr =
i~ηΩ(σ+aeiφ − σ−a†e−iφ), and the blue sideband inter-
action, (∆ = ωt), Hb = i~ηΩ(σ+a†eiφ − σ−ae−iφ). By
combining detuned red and blue sideband interactions,
one obtains the Mølmer-Sørensen gate [44], which is the
basic building block for our methods. With combina-
tions of this kind of gates, one can obtain dynamics as
the associated one to He in Eq. (2), that will allow one
to simulate arbitrary quantum chemistry systems.
Quantum-assisted optimization
Quantum-assisted optimization [45] (see also Fig. 2)
for obtaining ground-state energies aims to optimize the
use of quantum coherence by breaking down the quan-
tum simulation through the use of both quantum and
classical processors; the quantum processor is strategi-
cally employed for expensive tasks only.
To be more specific, the first step of quantum-assisted
optimization is to prepare a set of quantum states {|ψλ〉}
that are characterized by a set of parameters {λ}. Af-
ter the state is prepared, the expectation value Eλ ≡
〈ψλ|H |ψλ〉 of the Hamiltonian H will be measured di-
rectly, without any quantum evolution in between. Prac-
tically, the quantum resources for the measurements can
be significantly reduced when we divide the measurement
of the Hamiltonian H =
∑
iHi into a polynomial num-
ber of small pieces 〈Hi〉 (cf Eq. (2)). These measurements
can be performed in a parallel fashion, and no quantum
coherence is needed to maintain between the measure-
ments (see Fig. 2a and 2b). Then, once a data point
of Eλ is obtained, the whole procedure is repeated for
a new state {|ψ′λ〉} with another set of parameters {λ′}.
The choice of the new parameters is determined by a
classical optimization algorithm that aims to minimize
4Eλ (see Methods). The optimization procedure is ter-
minated after the value of Eλ converges to some fixed
value.
Finally, for electronic Hamiltonians He(R), the opti-
mized state can then be sent to a quantum circuit of
phase estimation algorithm to produce a set of data point
for some R on the potential energy surfaces (Fig. 2c
shows the 1D case). After locating the local minima of
the ground and excited states, vibronic coupling for the
electronic structure can be further studied (see Supple-
mentary Material).
The performance of quantum-assisted optimization de-
pends crucially on (a) the choice of the variational states,
and (b) efficient measurement methods. We found that
the unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) states [35] are par-
ticularly suitable for being the input state for quantum-
assisted optimization, where each quantum state |ψλ〉 can
be prepared efficiently with a digital quantum circuit and
with trapped ions. Furthermore, efficient measurement
methods forHe are also available for trapped ion systems.
We shall discuss these results in detail in the following
sections.
Unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) ansatz
The unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) ansatz [35] as-
sumes electronic states |ψ〉 have the following form, |ψ〉 =
eT−T
† |Φ〉, where |Φ〉 is a reference state, which can be,
e.g., a Slater determinant constructed from Hartree-Fock
molecular orbitals. The particle-hole excitation operator,
or cluster operator T , creates a linear combination of ex-
cited Slater determinants from |Φ〉. Usually, T is divided
into subgroups based on the particle-hole rank. More
precisely, T = T1 + T2 + T3 + ...+ TN for an N -electron
system, where T1 =
∑
i,a t
a
i c
†
aci, T2 =
∑
i,j,a,b t
ab
ij c
†
ac
†
bcjci,
and so on.
Here c†a creates an electron in the orbital a. The in-
dices a, b label unoccupied orbitals in the reference state
|Φ〉, and i, j label occupied orbitals. The energy obtained
from UCC, namely E = 〈Φ| eT †−THeT−T † |Φ〉 is a vari-
ational upper bound of the exact ground-state energy.
The key challenge for implementing UCC on a classical
computer is that the computational resource grows expo-
nentially. It is because, in principle, one has to expand
the expression H˜ ≡ eT †−THeT−T † into an infinity series,
using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion. Natu-
rally, one has to rely on approximate methods [35, 46] to
truncate the series and keep track of finite numbers of
terms. Therefore, in order to make good approximations
by perturbative methods, i.e., assuming T is small, one
implicitly assumes that the reference state |Φ〉 is a good
solution to the problem. However, in many cases, such
an assumption is not valid and the use of approximate
UCC breaks down. We explain below how implementing
UCC on a trapped-ion quantum computer can overcome
this problem.
Implementation of UCC through time evolution
We can generate the UCC state by simulating a pseudo
time evolution through Suzuki-Trotter expansion on the
evolution operator eT−T
†
[21]. To proceed, we consider
an N -electron system with M , where M > N , molecu-
lar orbitals (including spins). We need totally M qubits;
the reference state is the Hartree-Fock state where N
orbitals are filled, and M − N orbitals are empty, i.e,
|Φ〉 = |000..0111..1〉. We also define an effective Hamil-
tonian K ≡ i (T − T †), which means that we should pre-
pare the state e−iK |Φ〉 .
We decompose K into subgroups K = K1 +K2 +K3 +
... + KP , where P ≤ N , and Ki ≡ i(Ti − T †i ). We now
write e−iK =
(
e−iKδ
)1/δ
for some dimensionless constant
δ. For small δ, we have e−iKδ ≈ e−iKP δ...e−iK2δe−iK1δ.
Since each Kj contains N
j(M −N)j terms of the cre-
ation c† and annihilation c operators, we will need
to individually simulate each term separately, e.g.,
e−i(tc
†
aci−t∗c†iaa) and e−i(tc
†
ac
†
bcjci−t∗c†i c†jcbca), which can
be implemented by transforming into spin operators
through Jordan-Wigner transformation. The time evo-
lution for each term can be simulated with a quantum
circuit involving many nonlocal controlled gates, which
can be efficiently implemented with trapped ions as we
shall see below.
Implementation of UCC and simulation of time
evolution with trapped-ions
Our protocol for implementing the UCC ansatz re-
quires the simulation of the small-time t/n evolution of
non-local product of Pauli matrices of the form: e−iHlt/n,
where Hl = glσ
i
1σ
j
2σ
k
3 · · · for i, j, k ∈ {x, y, z}. Note
that for any N -spin interaction, the e−iHlt/n terms are
equivalent to eiφσ
z
1σ
x
2σ
x
3 ···σxN through local spin rotations,
which are simple to implement on trapped ions. Such a
non-local operator can be implemented using the multi-
particle Mølmer-Sørensen gate [23, 39]: UMS(θ, ϕ) ≡
exp
[−iθ(cosϕSx + sinϕSy)2/4], where Sx,y ≡ ∑i σx,yi
is a collective spin operator. Explicitly,
eiφσ
z
1σ
x
2σ
x
3 ···σxN = UMS
(−pi
2 , 0
)
RN (φ)UMS
(
pi
2 , 0
)
. (3)
Here RN (φ) is defined as follows: for any m ∈ N,
RN (φ) = e
±iφσz1 for N = 4m±1, and (ii) RN (φ) = eiφσy1
for N = 4m, and (iii) RN (φ) = e
−iφσy1 for N = 4m− 2.
It is remarkable that the standard quantum-circuit
treatment (e.g. see Ref. [47]) for implementing each
e−iHlt/n involves as many as 2N two-qubit gates for sim-
ulating N fermionic modes; in our protocol one needs
only two Mølmer-Sørensen gates, which are straightfor-
wardly implementable with current trapped-ion technol-
ogy. Furthermore, the local rotation RN (φ) can also in-
clude motional degrees of freedom of the ions for simu-
lating arbitrary fermionic Hamiltonians coupled linearly
5TABLE I. Using trapped ions to simulate quantum chemistry
Simulating Quantum Chemistry Implementation with Trapped Ions
Hamiltonian transformation: The fermionic (electronic) Hamiltonian He is
transformed into a spin Hamiltonian through
the Jordan-Wigner transformation.
The spin degrees of freedom in He are repre-
sented by the internal degrees of freedom of
the trapped ions.
He → ∑
i,j,k,···∈{x,y,z}
gijk···
(
σi1 ⊗ σj2 ⊗ σk3 · · ·
) ≡ m∑
l=1
Hl
Simulation of time evolution: The time evolution operator e−iHet is split
into n small-time (t/n) pieces e−iHlt/n
through the Suzuki-Trotter expansion.
Each individual term e−iHlt/n can be sim-
ulated with trapped ions through the use
of Mølmer-Sørensen gates UMS . Explicitly,
e−iHlt/n = UMS
(−pi
2
, 0
)
Uσz (φ)UMS
(
pi
2
, 0
)
.
e−i
∑m
l=1Hlt ≈ (e−iH1t/ne−iH2t/n · · · e−iHmt/n)n
Measuring eigenvalues: The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian can be
obtained through the phase estimation al-
gorithm. Good trial states can be obtained
through classical computing, or the unitary
coupled-cluster method.
The phase estimation algorithm can be im-
plemented through the simulation of con-
trolled time evolutions.
Obtaining average energy: The average energy 〈He〉 of the Hamiltonian
can be obtained through the sum of the indi-
vidual terms 〈Hl〉, which reduces to the mea-
surement of products of Pauli matrices.
For any prepared state |ψ〉, average values
of the products of Pauli matrices Jijk... ≡
σi1 ⊗ σj2 ⊗ σk3 · · · can be measured by first
applying the pseudo time evolution operator
e−i(pi/4)Jijk··· to |ψ〉 and then measuring 〈σz1〉.
Molecular vibrations: The inclusion of vibrational degrees of free-
dom is necessary for corrections on the Born-
Oppenheimer picture in the electronic struc-
ture of molecules.
The vibrational degrees of freedom are rep-
resented by the quantized vibrational motion
of the trapped ions.
to bosonic operators ak and a
†
k.
Measurement of arbitrarily-nonlocal spin operators
For any given state |ψ〉, we show how to encode ex-
pectation value of products of Pauli matrices 〈σi1 ⊗
σj2 ⊗ σk3 ⊗ · · · 〉 ≡ 〈ψ|σi1 ⊗ σj2 ⊗ σk3 ⊗ · · · |ψ〉, where
i, j, k ∈ {x, y, z}, onto an expectation value of a single
qubit. The idea is to first apply the unitary evolution
of the form: e−iθ(σ
i
1⊗σj2⊗··· ), which as we have seen (cf
Eq. 3) can be generated by trapped ions efficiently, to the
state |ψ〉 before the measurement. For example, defining
|ψθ〉 ≡ e−iθ(σx1⊗σx2⊗···) |ψ〉, we have the relation
〈ψθ|σz1 |ψθ〉 = cos θ 〈σz1〉+ sin θ 〈σy1 ⊗ σx2 ⊗ · · ·〉 , (4)
which equals 〈ψ|(σy1 ⊗σx2 ⊗ ...)|ψ〉 for θ = pi/4. Note that
the application of this method requires the measurement
of one qubit only, making this technique especially suited
for trapped ion systems where the fidelity of the measure-
ment of one qubit is 99.99% [48].
This method can be further extended to include
bosonic operators in the resulting expectation values.
For example, re-define |ψθ〉 ≡ e−iθ(σ
i
1⊗σj2⊗··· )⊗(a+a†) |ψ〉
and consider θ → θ (a+ a†) in Eq. (4). We can
obtain the desired correlation through the derivative
of the single-qubit measurement: ∂θ 〈ψθ|σz1 |ψθ〉|θ=0 =−2〈(σy1 ⊗ σx2 ⊗ · · ·) (a+ a†)〉. Note that the evolution op-
erator of the form e−iθ(σ
i
1⊗σj2⊗··· )⊗(a+a†) can be generated
by replacing the local operation RN (φ) in Eq. 3 with
e±iφσ
i
1(a+a
†). This technique allows us to obtain a di-
verse range of correlations between bosonic and internal
degrees of freedom.
Probing potential energy surfaces
In the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) picture, the potential
energy surface Ek (R)+VN (R) associated with each elec-
tronic eigenstate |φk〉 is obtained by scanning the eigen-
values Ek (R) for each configurations of the nuclear coor-
dinates {R}. Of course, we can apply the standard quan-
tum phase estimation algorithm [49] that allows us to
extract the eigenvalues. However, this can require many
ancilla qubits. In fact, locating these eigenvalues can be
achieved by the phase estimation method utilizing one
6extra ancilla qubit [12].
This method works as follows: suppose we are
given a certain quantum state |ψ〉 (which may be ob-
tained from classical solutions with quantum-assisted
optimization) and an electronic Hamiltonian He(R)
(cf. Eq. (1)). Expanding the input state, |ψ〉 =∑
k αk |φk〉, by the eigenstate vectors |φk〉 of He(R),
where He (R) |φk〉 = Ek (R) |φk〉, then for the in-
put state |0〉 |ψ〉, the quantum circuit of the quantum
phase estimation produces the following output state,(
1/
√
2
)∑
k αk
(|0〉+ e−iωkt |1〉) |φk〉, where ωk = Ek/~.
The corresponding reduced density matrix,
1
2
(
1
∑
k |αk|2eiωkt∑
k |αk|2e−iωkt 1
)
, (5)
of the ancilla qubit contains the information about the
weight (amplitude-square) |αk|2 of the eigenvectors |φk〉
in |ψ〉 and the associated eigenvalues ωk in the off-
diagonal matrix elements. All |αk|2’s and ωk’s can be
extracted by repeating the quantum circuit for a range
of values of t and performing a (classical) Fourier trans-
form to the measurement results. The potential energy
surface is obtained by repeating the procedure for differ-
ent values of the nuclear coordinates {R}.
Numerical investigation
In order to show the feasibility of our protocol,
we can estimate the trapped-ion resources needed to
simulate, e.g., the prototypical electronic Hamiltonian
He =
∑
hpqa
†
paq + (1/2)
∑
hpqrsa
†
pa
†
qaras as described
in Eq. (1), for the specific case of the H2 molecule in a
minimal STO-3G basis. This is a two-electron system
represented in a basis of four spin-orbitals. The hydro-
gen atoms were separated by 0.75 A˚, near the equilib-
rium bond distance of the molecule. The Hamiltonian is
made up of 12 terms, that include 4 local ion operations
and 8 non-local interactions. Each of the non-local terms
can be done as a combination of two Mølmer-Sørensen
(MS) gates and local rotations, as described in Table I.
Therefore, to implement the dynamics, one needs 16 MS
gates per Trotter step and a certain number of local rota-
tions upon the ions. Since pi/2 MS gates can be done in
∼ 50µs, and local rotations can be performed in negligi-
ble times (∼ 1µs) [22, 32], the total simulation time can
be assumed of about 800 µs for the n = 1 protocol, 1.6
ms and 2.4 ms for the n = 2 and n = 3 protocols. Thus
total simulation times are within the decoherence times
for trapped-ion setups, of about 30 ms [32]. In a digital
protocol performed on real quantum systems, each gate
is affected by an error. Thus, increasing the number of
Trotter steps leads to an accumulation of the single gate
error. To implement an effective quantum simulation, on
one hand one has to increase the number of steps to re-
duce the error due to the digital approximation, on the
other hand one is limited by the accumulation of the sin-
gle gate error. We plot in Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, the fidelity
loss 1 − |〈ΨS |ΨE〉|2 of the simulated state |ΨS〉 versus
the exact one |ΨE〉, for the hydrogen Hamiltonian, start-
ing from the initial state with two electrons in the first
two orbitals. We plot, along with the digital error, three
horizontal lines representing the accumulated gate error,
for n = 1, 2, 3 in each plot, considering a protocol with
an error per Trotter step of  = 10−3 (a),  = 10−4 (b)
and  = 10−5 (c). To achieve a reasonable fidelity, one
has to find a number of steps that fits the simulation at
a specific time. The vertical lines and arrows in the fig-
ure mark the time regions in which the error starts to be
dominated by the digital error. Trapped-ion two-qubit
gates are predicted to achieve in the near future fidelities
of 10−4 [50], thus making the use of these protocols feasi-
ble. In Fig. 3d we plot the behavior of the energy of the
system for the initial state | ↑↑↓↓〉 for the exact dynam-
ics, versus the digitized one. Again, one can observe how
the energy can be retrieved with a small error within a
reduced number of digital steps.
Conclusions
Summarizing, we have proposed a quantum simulation
toolkit for quantum chemistry with trapped ions. This
paradigm in quantum simulations has several advantages:
an efficient electronic simulation, the possibility of in-
teracting electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom,
and the increasing scalability provided by trapped-ion
systems. This approach for solving quantum chemistry
problems aims to combine the best of classical and quan-
tum computation.
I. METHODS
To implement the optimization with the UCC wave-
function ansatz on a trapped-ion quantum simulator, our
proposal is to first employ classical algorithms to ob-
tain approximate solutions [35, 46]. Then, we can fur-
ther improve the quality of the solution by searching for
the true minima with an ion trap. The idea is as fol-
lows: first we create a UCC ansatz by the Suzuki-Trotter
method described in the previous section. Denote this
choice of the cluster operator as T (0), and other choices
as T (k) with k = 1, 2, 3, .... The corresponding energy
E0 = 〈Φ| eT (0)†−T (0)HeT (0)−T (0)† |Φ〉 of the initial state is
obtained by a classical computer.
Next, we choose another set of cluster operator T (1)
with is a perturbation around T (0). Define the new probe
state |φk〉 ≡ eT (k)−T (k)† |Φ〉. Then, the expectation value
of the energy E1 = 〈Φ|eT (1)†−T (1)HeT (1)−T (1)† |Φ〉 =
〈φ1|H |φ1〉 can be obtained by measuring components
of the second quantized Hamiltonian, 〈φ1|H |φ1〉 =∑
pqrs h˜pqrs 〈φ1|c†pc†qcrcs |φ1〉. Recall that the coefficients
h˜pqrs are all precomputed and known.
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FIG. 3. (Colo online). Digital rror 1−F (curves) along with the accumulated gate error (horizontal lines) versus time in h11
energy units, for n = 1, 2, 3 Trotter steps in each plot, considering a protocol with an error per Trotter step of  = 10−3 (a),
 = 10−4 (b) and  = 10−5 (c). The initial state considered is |↑↑↓↓〉, in the qubit representation of the Hartree-Fock state in a
molecular orbital basis with one electron on the first and second orbital. Vertical lines and arrows define the time domain in
which the dominant part of the error is due to the digital approximation. d) Energy of the system, in h11 units, for the initial
state | ↑↑↓↓〉 for the exact dynamics, versus the digitized one. For a protocol with three Trotter steps the energy is recovered
up to a negligible error.
In order to obtain measurement results for the oper-
ators 〈φ1| c†pc†qcrcs |φ1〉, we will first convert the fermion
operators into spin operators via Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation; the same procedure is applied for creating the
state |φ1〉. The quantum measurement for the result-
ing products of Pauli matrices can be achieved efficiently
with trapped ions, using the method we described.
The following steps are determined through a classical
optimization algorithm. There can be many choices for
such an algorithm, for example gradient descent method,
Nelder-Mead method, or quasi-Newton methods. For
completeness, we summarize below the application of
gradient descent method to our optimization problem.
First we define the vector T(k) = (t
a(k)
i , t
ab(k)
ij , ...)
T to
contain all coefficients in the cluster operator T (k) at
the k-th step. We can also write the expectation value
E
(
T(k)
) ≡ 〈φk|H |φk〉 for each step as a function of
T(k). The main idea of the gradient descent method is
that E
(
T(k)
)
decreases fastest along the direction of the
negative gradient of E
(
T(k)
)
, −∇E (T(k)). Therefore,
the (k+1)-th step is determined by the following relation:
T(k+1) = T(k) − ak∇E(T(k)), (6)
where ak is an adjustable parameter; it can be differ-
ent for each step. To obtain values of the gradient
∇E (T(k)), one may use the finite-difference method to
approximate the gradient. However, numerical gradient
techniques are often susceptible to numerical instability.
Alternatively, we can invoke the Hellman-Feynman the-
orem and get, e.g., (∂/∂tai )E(T
(k)) = 〈φk|[H, c†aci] |φk〉,
which can be obtained with a method similar to that for
obtaining E(T(k)).
Finally, as a valid assumption for general cases, we as-
sume our parametrization of UCC gives a smooth func-
tion for E
(
T(k)
)
. Thus, it follows that E
(
T(0)
) ≥
E
(
T(1)
) ≥ E (T(2)) ≥ · · · , and eventually E (T(k)) con-
verges to a minimum value for large k. Finally, we can
also obtain the optimized UCC quantum state.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Material
In this Supplementary Material we give further details
of our proposal, including a thorough explanation of the
quantum simulation of molecules involving fermionic and
bosonic degrees of freedom with trapped ions, and elec-
tric dipole transition measurements with a trapped-ion
quantum simulator.
1. Quantum simulation
In general, quantum simulation can be divided into
two classes, namely analog and digital. Analog quantum
simulation requires the engineering of the Hamiltonian
of a certain system to mimic the Hamiltonian of a tar-
get system. Digital quantum simulation employs a quan-
tum computer, which decomposes the simulation process
into pieces of sub-modules such as quantum logic gates.
However, the use of quantum logic gates is not absolutely
necessary for digital quantum simulation. For example,
consider the case of trapped ions; we will see that certain
simulation steps requires us to apply quantum logic gates
to implement fermionic degrees of freedom, together with
some quantum operations for controlling the vibronic de-
grees of freedom, which are analog and will implement
bosonic modes.
For simulating quantum chemistry, it is possible to
work in either the first-quantization representation or the
second-quantization representation. This work mainly
includes the latter approach, because the number of
qubits required is less than that in the former approach,
especially when low-energy state properties are consid-
ered. However, we note that many techniques described
here are also applicable for the first-quantization ap-
proach.
2. Computational complexity of quantum
chemistry
To the best of our knowledge, there is no rigorous proof
showing that quantum computers are capable of solv-
ing all ground-state problems in quantum chemistry. In-
stead, some results indicate that some ground-state prob-
lems in physics and chemistry are computationally hard
problems [1]. For example, the N-representability prob-
lem is known to be QMA-complete, and finding the uni-
versal functional in density functional theory is known to
be QMA-hard. In spite of the negative results, quantum
computers can still be valuable for solving a wide range
of quantum chemistry problems. These include ground
state energy computations [2, 3], as well as molecular
dynamics [4].
3. Simulating electronic structure involving
molecular vibrations
After the potential surface is constructed by the elec-
tronic method, we can include the effect of molecular
vibrations by local expansion, e.g. near the equilibrium
position, as we show below.
a. Electronic transitions coupled with nuclear motion
We point out that within the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, the molecular vibronic states are of the
form, φn (r,R)χn,v (R) where r and R respectively refers
to the electronic and nuclear coordinates. The eigenfunc-
tions φn (r,R) of the electronic Hamiltonian are obtained
at a fixed nuclear configuration. The nuclear wavefunc-
tion χn,v (R), for each electronic eigenstate n, is defined
through a nuclear potential surface E
(n)
el (R), which is also
one of the eigenenergies of the electronic Hamiltonian.
With a quantum computer, the potential energy sur-
face that corresponds to different electronic eigenstates
can be systematically probed using the phase estimation
method. We can then locate those local minima where
the gradient of the energy is zero, and approximate up
to second order in δRα ≡ Rα−Rα∗, the deviation of the
nuclear coordinate Rα from the equilibrium configuration
Rα∗. The energy surface can be modeled as
E
(n)
el (R) ≈ E(n)el (R(n)∗ ) +
∑
α,β
Dαβ(R
(n)
∗ )δRαδRβ , (A1)
where Dαβ(R
(n)
∗ ) ≡ (1/2) ∂2E(n)el (R=R(n)∗ )/∂Rα∂Rβ is
the Hessian matrix. With a change of coordinates for
the Hessian matrices, we can always choose to work with
the normal modes x(n) = {x(n)α } for each potential energy
surface, such that
E
(n)
el (x
(n)) ≈ E(n)el (R(n)∗ ) +
1
2
∑
α
mαω
(n)2
α x
(n)2
α . (A2)
Most of the important features of vibronic coupling
can be captured by considering the transition between
two Born-Oppenheimer electronic levels [5]. In the fol-
lowing, we will focus on the method of simulation of the
transition between two electronic levels, labeled as |↑〉
and |↓〉, when perturbed by an external laser field. The
Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
H = |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗HG + |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗HE , (A3)
where HG ≡ ∆g + Hg is the Hamiltonian for the nu-
clear motion in the electronic ground state and similarly
HE ≡ ∆e +He is the nuclear Hamiltonian in the excited
state. Here ∆g and ∆e are the energies of the two bare
electronic states. In the second-quantized representation,
Hg =
∑
k
ω
(g)
k a
†
kak and He =
∑
k
ω
(e)
k b
†
kbk (A4)
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are diagonal, as viewed from their own coordinate sys-
tems. However, in general, the two sets of normal modes
are related by rotation and translation, which means
that a transformation of the kind bk =
∑
j skjaj + λk
is needed for unifying the representations (see Secs. A 5
and A 6 in this Supplementary Material).
To illustrate our method of quantum simulation with
trapped ions, it is sufficient to consider one normal mode
(for example, linear molecules). For this case, we assume
Hg = ω
(g)a†a, He = ω(e)b†b, and b = a + λ where λ is
a real constant. From Eq. (A3), we need to simulate the
following Hamiltonian,
H = HS + Ω (σz) a
†a+ 12λω
(e) (I + σz)
(
a† + a
)
, (A5)
where the term HS =
1
2 (∆g −∆e)σz contains only lo-
cal terms of the spin, and Ω (σz) =
1
2
(
ω(g) + ω(e)
)
I +
1
2
(
ω(g) − ω(e))σz represents a spin-dependent frequency
for the effective boson mode.
In order to examine the response of the system under
external pertubations, we consider the dipole correlation
function
Cµµ (t) =
∑
n
pn 〈n, ↓| eiHtµe−iHtµ |n, ↓〉 . (A6)
Under the Condon approximation, assuming real elec-
tronic eigenstates, the dipole operator µ has the form,
µ = µge (|↓〉 〈↑|+ |↑〉 〈↓|) = µgeσx. (A7)
Thus, the problem of simulating absorption resulting
from the coupling of electronic and nuclear motion in
chemistry reduces to computing expectation values of the
unitary operator
Ud = e
iHtσxe
−iHtσx, (A8)
and weighting the final result by pnµ
2
ge. The final spec-
trum is, of course, obtained through a Fourier transform
σabs(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt e−iωtCµµ(t). (A9)
b. Simulation of vibronic coupling with trapped ions
The dynamics associated with the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (A5) can be generated easily with two trapped ions.
As HS commutes with the rest of the terms in Eq. (A5),
it can be eliminated via a change to an interaction pic-
ture. Considering a digital quantum simulation proto-
col, the remaining task is to implement the interactions
exp[−iΩ (σz) ta†a] and exp[−iλω(e) (I + σz)
(
a† + a
)
t/2]
in trapped ions. The first one corresponds to the evo-
lution associated with a detuned red sideband excitation
applied to one of the ions (a dispersive Jaynes-Cummings
interaction), and a rotation of its internal state in order
to eliminate the residual projective term. To implement
the second term we will use both ions. The term re-
lated to the operator σz(a
† + a) corresponds to the evo-
lution under red and blue sideband excitations applied
to one of the ions (a Jaynes-Cummings and anti Jaynes-
Cummings interactions with appropriate phases). We
will use the second ion to implement the term (a† + a).
The latter can be generated by applying again the same
scheme of lasers that generates the interaction σz(a
†+a)
where now the operator σz acts on the internal state of
the second ion. Preparing this state in an eigenstate of
σz one obtains the desired effective Hamiltonian. As we
have shown here, one of the main appeals of a quantum
simulation of quantum chemistry with trapped ions is
the possibility to include fermionic (electronic) as well as
bosonic (vibronic) degrees of freedom, in a new kind of
mixed digital-analog quantum simulator. The availabil-
ity of the motional degrees of freedom in trapped ions,
that straightforwardly provide the bosonic modes in an
analog way, makes this system especially suited for sim-
ulating this kind of chemical problems.
4. Electric transition dipoles through weak
measurement
Here we sketch the method for obtaining the transi-
tion dipole between a pair of electronic states |g〉 and |e〉.
This method is similar, although not identical, to the
weak measurement method using a qubit as a measure-
ment probe. To make the presentation of our method
more general, our goal is to measure the matrix ele-
ment 〈e|A |g〉 for any given Hermitian matrix A. We
assume that a potential energy surface between these
two electronic levels is probably scanned, and the en-
ergy levels for higher excited states can be ignored. Sup-
pose we started with a reasonable good approximation
of the ground state |g〉, and we can prepare the ex-
act ground state using the phase estimation algorithm.
Then, we apply a weak perturbation λ, e.g. e−iλQ, to
the ground state and obtain (to order O(λ)) the state
|i〉 ≡ e−iλQ |g〉 ≈ |g〉 + qλ |e〉. Here λ is a small positive
real number. The actual form of the Hermitian opera-
tor Q is not important, as long as 〈e|Q |g〉 ≡ iq 6= 0.
Note that the eigenstates are defined up a phase factor.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume q
is a positive real number as well. In fact, the absolute
value |q| can be measured with repeated applications of
the phase estimation algorithm.
Now, we prepare an ancilla qubit in the state
|+〉 ≡ (|0〉+ |1〉) /√2, and apply a control-UA,
where UA ≡ e−iλA. The resulting state becomes
(|0〉 |i〉+ |1〉UA |i〉) /
√
2. The phase estimation algorithm
allows us to perform post-selection to project the system
state to |e〉. The resulting state of the ancilla qubit is
∝ 〈e|i〉|0〉 + 〈e|UA|i〉|1〉. To the first-order expansion in
λ, we have (before normalization)
qλ |0〉+ (q − i 〈e|A |g〉)λ |1〉 , (A10)
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where we used 〈e|i〉 = qλ, and 〈e|UA |i〉 = 〈e|UA |g〉 +
qλ 〈e|UA |e〉 = −i 〈e|A |g〉λ + qλ. Since the value of q
is known, a state tomography on the ancilla qubit state
reveals the value of the matrix element 〈e|A |g〉.
Returning to the case of the electric dipole moment, it
is defined as µ ≡ −e∑i ri. In the second quantized form
is µ =
∑
pq upqa
†
paq, where upq ≡ −e
∫
φ∗p (r)rφq (r) dr is
nothing but the single-particle integral. The dipole op-
erator therefore has the same form as the first term in
Eq. (1), and the simulation of the corresponding opera-
tor UA ≡ e−iλA, with A replaced by µ, can be simulated
efficiently after performing the Jordan-Wigner transfor-
mation.
5. Derivation of the spin-boson coupling
Consider the full Hamiltonian of two potential energy
surfaces,
H = |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗HG + |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗HE , (A11)
where
HG ≡ ∆g +Hg (A12)
is the Hamiltonian for the nuclear motion in the elec-
tronic ground state and similarly
HE ≡ ∆e +He (A13)
is the nuclear Hamiltonian in the excited state. Here ∆g
and ∆e are the zero-point energies of the two potential
energy surfaces. In the second-quantized representation,
we consider one normal mode for each local minimum in
the potential energy surface,
Hg = ω
(g)a†a and He = ω(e)b†b. (A14)
Here the two normal modes are related by a shift of a
real constant λ, namely
b = a+ λ. (A15)
Now, we will rewrite the full Hamiltonian in terms of the
Pauli matrix
σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
= |↑〉 〈↑| − |↓〉 〈↓| . (A16)
First of all, we write H = HSB +HS , where
HSB = |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗ ω(g)a†a+ |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗ ω(e)b†b, (A17)
and
HS ≡ |↓〉 〈↓ |∆g + |↑〉 〈↑ |∆e
=
1
2
(∆g + ∆e) I +
1
2
(∆g −∆e)σz. (A18)
Next, we use Eq. (A15) to write HSB as
HSB = Ω (σz)⊗a†a+ 12λω(e) (I + σz)⊗
(
a† + a
)
, (A19)
where the frequency of the effective mode becomes spin-
dependent,
Ω (σz) ≡ |↑〉 〈↑ |ω(g) + |↓〉 〈↓ |ω(e) (A20)
=
1
2
(
ω(g) + ω(e)
)
I +
1
2
(
ω(g) − ω(e)
)
σz.
6. Multimode extension of simulating vibronic
coupling
In order to extend the method of simulating vibronic
coupling to the case with multiple bosonic modes, we now
consider the case of Eq. A4. If we express the excited
state modes in terms of the ground state modes such that
bk =
∑
j
skjaj + λk, (A21)
we can write H as
H = H ′s + |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗HG + |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗HE , (A22)
where
HG ≡
∑
k
ω
(g)
k a
†
kak, (A23)
and
HE ≡
∑
kjl
ω
(e)
k skjslka
†
jal +
∑
kj
ω
(e)
k skjλk
(
a†j + aj
)
.
(A24)
In the definition of H ′s, the only change from Hs is given
by
∆′e = ∆e +
∑
k
λ2k. (A25)
With knowledge of sij and λi for all modes, we can then
repeat the above procedure to determine the absorption
spetrum for a complicated system using a quantum com-
puter. The above Hamiltonian can be written in a form
more familiar to quantum computation as
H = H ′s +
∑
k
Ωk(σz)a
†
kak
+
1
2
∑
kj
skjω
(e)
k λk(I + σz)(a
†
j + aj)
+
1
2
∑
k
∑
j 6=l
skjslkω
(e)
k (I + σz)a
†
jal (A26)
where we define
Ωk(σz) ≡ 1
2
(ω
(g)
k + s
2
kkω
(e)
k )I +
1
2
(ω
(g)
k − s2kkω(e)k )σz.
(A27)
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In cases where Duchinsky rotations of the normal modes
can be neglected (sij = δij), this expression can be fur-
ther reduced to
H = H ′s +
∑
k
Ω′k(σz)a
†
kak
+
1
2
∑
k
ω
(e)
k λk(I + σz)(a
†
k + ak) (A28)
with the simplification
Ω′k(σz) =
1
2
(ω
(g)
k + ω
(e)
k )I +
1
2
(ω
(g)
k − ω(e)k )σz. (A29)
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